At a Glance

Miro integration
Collaborate seamlessly
with Miro in Webex
Now you can take advantage of Miro’s online
collaborative whiteboard within Webex to help
your teams work effectively from anywhere.
Add Miro boards as tabs to Webex spaces to fuel
innovation and move work forward. Actively collaborate
with your colleagues through text, drawing, diagrams,
and co-creating with files, icons, and visual assets.
See your ideas come to life.
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Common
online meeting
challenges:

Miro in Webex
solves online
meeting challenges:

•

•

Capture your team’s best ideas,
at any moment, by adding live
collaborative Miro boards as
tabs in Webex spaces

•

Make any collaborative session
productive with over 250+
best practice templates and
frameworks for brainstorming,
Agile rituals, Design Thinking,
and strategic planning

Hard for distributed and hybrid
teams to ideate spontaneously
without a shared space to
shape and structure ideas
together across devices and
physical locations

•

Difficult to maintain alignment
from ideation to execution as
outputs of brainstorming and
creative sessions are usually
not captured in one place for
everyone to reference

•

Productivity is reduced when
team members do not have
the context of the work they
need to complete
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•

Ensure everyone can
contribute with access to Miro
on both mobile and desktop,
with a consistent experience
across the Webex app and
touch-enabled devices

•

Build on productive collaboration
sessions by adding boards to
any Webex space for team
members or clients to reference
or work on with a single click
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1. Add Miro to your Webex space

2. Sign-in to share an existing Miro board or create a new one

3. Select your board sharing permission

4. Capture ideas and brainstorm with colleagues in real time

Getting started is easy
1. Click “+Apps” at the top of your Webex space
2. Search “Miro”

To learn more about how Miro and Webex
can help you elevate collaboration
Please visit miro.com/works-with-webex
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